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Abstract
Nuclear power technologies, emitting no greenhouse gases, may be used to mitigate glo-
bal warming by replacing fossil fuel energy sources. Current versions of this technology
are not well-suited for this purpose, however. In order to create a suitable nuclear power
system, an investigation was performed to identify and improve upon a breeder reactor
system capable of large-scale power production. The system would be required to produce
hydrogen as a transportable energy source, actively reduce its fission product inventory
during operation, and resist nuclear proliferation.
An examination of solid, gaseous, and liquid fuel reactors indicated that the molten salt
breeder reactor was most capable of meeting future needs. The development of advanced
alloys is expected to reduce the problem of corrosion of the structural materials. The coat-
ing of the reactor graphite with pyrolytics or silicon carbide and the sizing of the flow
channels maximize the graphite moderator lifetime. Also, chemical processing systems
have been developed which appear to be adequate for the removal of the fission products,
however lack of funding halted their refinement and industrial implementation.
The latest designs of molten salt breeder reactors require improvement. The chemical pro-
cessing system may be simplified to a one-step, metal transfer process for fission product
removal, significantly reducing the residual reactor decay power. The use of a helium-
based gas turbine system eliminates hazardous interactions between the fuel and coolant.
By elevating the primary heat exchanger, natural circulation may be induced to ease the
cooling burden of pump failure. The decay heat can be removed using specially designed
cooling tanks which allow both radiative heat losses and natural convection of air over the
fuel salt. The questions of economic performance are not considered in the work reported
here.
The results of this investigation show that this molten salt breeder reactor concept is pas-
sively safe. The reactor power may be increased without bound, provided that an increase
is made in reactor fuel salt volume, thereby reducing the decay power density. The ability
of this concept to meet the desired characteristics for a global warming response is very
powerful.
Thesis Supervisor: Michael W. Golay
Title: Professor of Nuclear Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 General
It has been recently suggested that nuclear technologies have a potential to mitigate global
warming. Evidence suggests that human activity is changing the global climate [1]. One
of the primary agents of this change is the generation of energy by burning fossil fuels.
Therefore, the use of nuclear technologies may help to abate the detrimental effects of
electric power production on the environment. The work reported here was undertaken in
order to identify ways to modify and augment the available nuclear technology, resulting
in an energy source well suited to carry society into the future.
Currently, fossil fuels provide over three-quarters of the world's energy needs. As
these fuels are consumed, carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas, is emitted. It is feared that
these emissions may overheat the globe, conceivably leading to disastrous results [2].
This is becoming a growing concern as developing countries employ oil, gas, and coal in
rapidly increasing quantities to meet their growing energy demands.
Numerous studies have been conducted to estimate the magnitude of the growing
energy demands associated with population growth and technological advancement. An
example analysis has considered the case that the world energy economy will rise from
17% to 60% of the United States per capita consumption by the year 2020 [3]. Producing
no harmful greenhouse gases, nuclear power currently provides 17% of today's electricity.
By utilizing nuclear power sources, geothermal sources, solar sources, or biomass sources
in the place of fossil fuels, greenhouse gas emissions can be reduced significantly. The
maximum benefit may only be realized, however, if one of these alternatives provides all
of the electricity consumed. The option of nuclear power is considered in the work
reported here.
Electricity is not the only end product of energy generation which must be considered.
The transportation industry currently consumes approximately half of the world's oil sup-
ply, contributing to carbon dioxide emissions [2]. In order to yield the maximum benefit,
an alternative to fossil fuels must be applied to the transportation industry as well.
The nuclear technologies which are currently receiving the greatest developmental
emphasis are passively safe and advanced evolutionary light water reactor concepts.
Although these concepts are advancing the nuclear power technology base, they are ill-
suited for a serious global warming response [3]. The desirable characteristics of large-
scale energy production, fuel breeding, and nuclear proliferation do not exist in these pro-
posed designs.
The purpose of this work is to provide some improvements to the current technology
by applying passively safe systems to a breeder reactor which is resistant to nuclear prolif-
eration. Improvement of the existing component systems can further augment reactor per-
formance and safety. Hopefully enhanced performance and safety coupled with the
potential for mitigation of global warming will make the proposed design of considerable
interest.
1.2 Background
Ultimately, it will be necessary for nuclear power to supply much of the world's energy.
Nuclear technologies are capable of both substantial short- and medium-term energy pro-
duction. The world's supplies of uranium, regardless of their size, are ultimately limited
in quantity. Therefore, large-capacity breeder reactor technologies would be required
within several decades were nuclear power to be used in a serious global warming mitiga-
tion effort [3].
These large-scale breeder reactors would be needed to supply the energy for locations
at all extents of the globe, including developing countries. These technologically primi-
tive areas have historically had difficulties in mastering technologies which are far less
demanding than those used in nuclear applications. Therefore, the probability of human
error is greater in these locations. Furthermore, past experience has shown that nuclear
technology is unforgiving to those who use it carelessly. It is of the utmost importance
that the operators of the large-scale breeder belong to a profound "safety culture." To sim-
ply address this problem, it has been proposed that an alternate transportable energy
source such as hydrogen be produced via nuclear energy. Under this proposal, hydrogen
may be produced in technologically advanced regions for shipment to technologically
primitive areas [3]. In addition, the hydrogen may be used to replace oil in the transporta-
tion industry. A hydrogen fuel cell also has the potential of providing electric energy
silently while emitting only steam and water [2]. The safe storage, transport, and con-
sumption of hydrogen has been accomplished in industry, however further work must be
done to extend these practices to mass consumption.
Safety is yet another concern in the development of the future nuclear power technol-
ogy. The primary factors affecting the nuclear hazard of a reactor must be minimized if
safety is not to be compromised. Several techniques have been identified which may
enhance nuclear safety. These include the following:
* A change in the configuration of the core
* A reduction in the amount of fission products in the core which produce residual heat
after reactor shutdown
* An application of the hazard sharing principle with use of an on-line partial process-
ing system [4]
In the past, the absence of these features has limited the size of reactors. It is therefore
desirable to incorporate these new approaches into the design of the large-scale breeder.
Finally, the possibility of the production of nuclear weapons materials has been linked
to the implementation of ostensibly peaceful nuclear power programs. A requirement for
broad use is that nuclear power must not facilitate nuclear weapons proliferation [2].
Also, in order to gain social acceptance for global application, the proposed reactor must
be seen to be resistant to nuclear proliferation. This may be accomplished by a number of
methods including use of the U-Th fuel cycle with the newly bred fuel being continually
left in the reactor system or the packaging of high intensity gamma-emitters with fuel
shipments. These methods are further discussed in Section 2.1.4.
The considerations in the design of the future generation of nuclear power plants
which have been mentioned here dictate their required characteristics. In summary, these
characteristics include the following:
* Large-scale breeding capacity
* Hydrogen production capability
* Reduction of the fission products in the core by a hazard sharing partial processing
system
* Weapons proliferation resistance.
1.3 Method of Investigation
This investigation reported here consisted of two primary tasks. The first task was the
determination of the base design of a reactor which fits most readily to the characteristics
required for the mitigation of global warming. This included a literature search of existing
nuclear power technologies and an assessment of their respective potential for compliance
with the required characteristics. In addition, concepts which had not been previously
considered were examined for their feasibility.
The second task was to identify the shortcomings which are present in the current
developmental stage of the base reactor design and the potential risks associated with the
operation of the plant. Features which improve upon shortcomings are proposed and eval-
uated. Procedures for minimizing potential risks are developed.
1.4 Scope of the Work Reported Here
The work reported here focussed primarily upon the factors which would limit the size of
the power plant, improve the safety characteristics, and affect the potential use of this
reactor design in a global warming mitigation effort. The economics of the design were
not considered in our work. It is well-accepted that society will not adopt a new energy
generation scheme if the energy produced costs more than that from fossil fuels [2]. This
may be true in the short-term, but the future of our planet may require that alternate power
production methods be utilized in order to reduce the change that we humans may inflict
upon the earth's climate and ecosystems. We expect that if this power production method
were to replace all of the current power technologies, a new market would be created and
any economic analysis completed at the time of this writing would be irrelevant.

Chapter 2
Required Technology and Reactor Concepts
2.1 General
The breadth of nuclear power technology was considered in our determination of the base
reactor concept which would be most capable of possessing the required characteristics
for the mitigation of global warming. As identified in Section 1.2, the ideal energy gener-
ation system would possess a large-scale breeding capacity, hydrogen production capabil-
ities, partial processing of the fuel for the reduction of fission product inventories, and
proliferation resistance. There are several ways which each of these requirements may be
attained.
2.1.1 Large-Scale Breeding Capability
Net production of fissile nuclei, or breeding, in the reactor core is a direct function of the
physics of the chain reaction. The possibility for breeding exists when the average num-
ber of neutrons produced per neutron absorbed in the fuel, known as the parameter 11, is
greater than 2. Both thermal and fast reactor systems may use the excess neutrons to pro-
duce more fissile material. 233U has the largest Tj value for a thermal neutron spectrum,
providing the 232Th-233U fuel cycle with the highest potential for breeding in a thermal
reactor. In a fast neutron spectrum, the transmutation of 238U to the 239pu and 24 1p iso-
topes shows the most promise [5].
2.1.2 Hydrogen Production Capability
A number of methods exist for the production of hydrogen. Based on the status of current
technologies, the most attractive means is electrolytic. Alternate means include thermally-
and chemically-based methods, however neither of these have been developed to the stage
of industrial application as of this writing [6].
2.1.3 Reduction of the Core Fission Product Inventory
A reduction in the concentration of fission products in the core has proven to be a tremen-
dous technological challenge. Most developmental efforts toward the on-line partial pro-
cessing suggested by Lidsky have been halted by economic factors [4]. Designers of
processing systems were aiming to compete economically with light water reactors.
Unable to achieve this goal before governmental funding of the projects was terminated,
the application of chemical processing systems to nuclear power technology was never
realized. As mentioned earlier, the economics of the system are beyond the scope of this
investigation and, therefore, will not eliminate the requirement of a processing system for
the reactor design of choice.
By removing a fraction of the fission products from the reactor during operation, the
amount of residual heat which must be removed from the fuel after reactor shutdown is
decreased. Rather, these fission products would be heating the fuel wastes which also must
be cooled, however this cooling would be performed on a routine basis in a separate facil-
ity. This results in a much safer reactor system. Previous efforts to develop a very safe
reactor have yielded much smaller units such as the modular high temperature gas-cooled
reactor (MHTGR) concept. These units are not suited to supply the world energy econ-
omy. Therefore, a partial processing system is a desirable element of future nuclear power
plants.
The fission product removal capability may be facilitated only if the fission products
may be separated from the fuel in which they originate. This separation could arise from
either the migration of fission products from a solid fuel (probably in a small pellet geom-
etry) or physical separation from a fluid fuel.
2.1.4 Nuclear Proliferation Resistance
The societal acceptance of the nuclear power program depends upon the implications
which the system would have on the manufacturing of nuclear weapons. Although no sys-
tem may guarantee an end to the threat of nuclear warfare, some systems are capable of a
greater deterrence to weapons production. Two aspects of such systems are the utilization
of the uranium-thorium fuel cycle and the packaging of high energy gamma-emitters with
fuel shipments. Of all potential fuel systems, 233U is the least desirable material for the
construction of a nuclear weapons arsenal due to the ease with which other fuels may be
transformed into weapons grade material. In the event that this material were to be used
for bomb construction, the manufacturer would be deterred by the risk associated with the
handling of 233U. In a reactor which consumes a 233U fuel, 232U will be generated at a
concentration of approximately 500 ppm. 208Te, a daughter product of 232U (being pro-
duced by activation of 232Th), emits 2.6 MeV gamma rays. At 0.5 m from 10 kg of an
unshielded 233U fuel element, an individual will receive an estimated radiation dose of
200 rem/hr, a dose which will prove to be lethal in a two hour exposure time [7]. This
same concept may be applied to fuels which do not inherently possess this proliferation
resistance tactic by packaging the fuel shipments with high intensity gamma-emitters [3].
These methods address the problem of diversion of nuclear materials which are not
contained in the reactor. For reactor systems with on-line chemical processing, the only
material removed from the primary system is the fission products. The fissile isotope
remains in the fuel in the reactor from the time which it was bred until the time which it is
consumed. Without leaving the reactor, the possibility for diversion of the fissile material
is significantly reduced.
Beginning with these proposed methods for satisfying the requirements of large-scale
breeding capacity, hydrogen production capability, core fission product concentration
reduction, and nuclear proliferation resistance, the nuclear power technologies were eval-
uated for their feasibility. This feasibility evaluation involved a literature search to deter-
mine the present status of each technology coupled with an evaluation of some creative
new concepts. The technologies considered may be categorized as solid or fluid fuel con-
cepts.
2.2 Solid Fuel Reactors
To this date, engineers have devoted the majority of their resources to solid fuel technolo-
gies, as evidenced by the massive volume of technical literature on the subject [5, 8, 9].
Of particular interest are the large-scale breeding reactors in compliance with the first
requirement for global warming mitigation. Solid fuel experience has produced reactors
designs with both thermal and fast neutron spectrums. In 1982, the United States Depart-
ment of Energy's Light Water Breeder Reactor (LWBR) project confirmed breeding using
uranium-thorium fuel at the Shippingport nuclear power station. In December of 1986,
the first commercial-sized liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR), the Superphenix,
reached full power, proving the possibility of large-scale breeding in a fast reactor system
[5].
Although the operation of these reactors has provided a wealth of valuable knowledge
and information regarding large-scale breeding using solid fuel, neither system was capa-
ble of substantially reducing the core's fission product content. A reduction of the core fis-
sion product concentration in reactors of this category would rely upon the diffusion of the
fission products out of the solid fuel.
The removal of fission products which have migrated out of the fuel region may be
facilitated in an uncladded core design. By removing the cladding, the coolant makes
direct contact with the fuel and carries away the fission products. The fission products are
then removed from the coolant in an on-line processing plant. In order for this concept to
work, the fission products must be capable of migrating out of the solid fuel to the coolant.
The size of the solid fuel particles will dictate the success of fission product escape from
the core. Therefore, it is most desirable to size the fuel particles with this in mind.
Fission product migration from the site of a fission reaction is enabled by the tempera-
ture gradient which exists across the fuel cross section. The extent and mechanism of the
migration is a function of the particular species of fission product. Zirconium, niobium,
yttrium, and the rare earths, important because of their decay heat contribution, have
experimentally shown little migration in uranium oxide fuels [8]. Not relying of migra-
tion, a fission product may escape the fuel only before it loses the kinetic energy imparted
to it by the fission process. This is possible if the initial energy imparted to the particle by
the fission process will carry it beyond the extent of the fuel.
The nuclear mass distribution of fission products readily lends itself to the classifica-
tion of fission products as heavy or light nuclei. Each nucleus is generated with approxi-
mately half of the number of electrons present in the uncharged isotope. Through a series
of ionizing collisions, the heavy and light fission products are brought down from initial
energies of approximately 63 meV and 95 meV respectively to being in thermal equilib-
rium with the fuel medium. In air, the typical ranges for the heavy and light fission prod-
ucts are 20 mm and 25 mm respectively [10]. In order to ensure removal of all fission
products, the fuel size must be less than the range of the heavy isotopes. The range in ura-
nium may be estimated from the range in air using the following correlation [11]:
U Qair'•
- arFA= (2.1)
Rair pu,/Aair
This yields a range of 0.48 micron in solid uranium. If the density of the uranium is
decreased by employing a sponge-like material, the range is approximately 1 micron.
These conditions may be satisfied by a fluidized bed of porous uranium particles approxi-
mately 1 micron in diameter.
With the size of the fuel particles determined, a coolant must be chosen. Utilizing the
uranium-plutonium fuel cycle due to the greater amount of experience with these fuels, a
non-moderating coolant is required. Molten ledd shows promise with the potential of a
direct contact steam generator which would maximize thermodynamic efficiency.
As the molten lead circulates through the core region, the fuel particles must be con-
fined to this region without being carried away by the coolant. This condition will be met
only if the weight of a particle is greater than the aerodynamic drag of the coolant. The
drag may be determined by the following relation:
1 2
D= CDPV2A, (2.2)
where D is the drag force, CD is the coefficient of drag, p is the fluid density, v is the fluid
velocity, and A is the projected area of the fuel particle. The values of the coefficient of
drag are a function of the Reynolds number of the flow past the fuel particle [12]. With a
fuel particle 1 micron in diameter, the fluid velocity must remain less than 3x10 -6 m/s in
order to avoid fuel particle escape from the core region.
This particular core design has become, in effect, a homogeneous liquid in order to
satisfy the requirement of fission product removal. The low coolant velocities which are
needed to restrict the fuel particles to the core region are impractical. Therefore, we focus
attention upon fluid fuel reactors, which do not restrict the fuel to the core region.
2.3 Fluid Fuel Reactors
Proposed designs for fluid fuel reactors generally circulate the fuel which may be either
gaseous or liquid in nature. This behavior provides a number of advantages over their
solid fuel counterparts such as a simpler reactor core configuration, easy handling of the
fuel, easy processing of the fuel, and potentially simple, safe operation. Accompanying
these advantages are a number of disadvantages which include material compatibility
problems, possible fluctuations in reactivity caused by changes in fuel concentration or
density, and loss of delayed neutrons in the fuel leaving the core [13]. Research has
attempted to overcome these obstacles with the development of both gaseous and liquid
fuel reactors.
2.3.1 Gaseous Fuel
A number of varying concepts have been suggested for the use of gaseous fueled reactors.
The experience with the gaseous diffusion techniques employed in the enrichment of ura-
nium may be applied to this reactor type in order to remove the fission products from the
fuel stream, making gaseous fuel an attractive choice. The core configuration varies dra-
matically from the traditional solid fuel reactor with either a highly pressurized cavity or a
graphite moderating block with flow channels for the fuel. In the cavity reactors, extreme
operating conditions must be maintained in order to achieve criticality. With an estimated
wall temperature of 3500 K, there are no carbon compounds which may withstand the
reactor environment. In addition, there is no known gaseous uranium compound which
will remain stable at these elevated temperatures [14]. In order to overcome these difficul-
ties, a gaseous uranium hexafluoride fuel may be circulated through a graphite moderating
region. The power size of this reactor type is limited, however, by the enrichment of the
fuel. If the enrichment is maximized, the power rating must be boosted by increasing the
fuel density with a pressure increase [15]. These limitations prevent the required large-
scale energy generation capability for future global warming mitigation.
2.3.2 Liquid Fuel
The final category of reactor fuels is that of liquids. Aqueous homogeneous, liquid metal,
and molten salt fuel types have been used in practice, each with varying degrees of suc-
cess. The aqueous homogeneous reactors circulate a slurry of uranyl sulfate and water.
These systems are typically operated at high pressures. Difficulty arises as the water
begins to dissociate during operation [16]. This dissociation (hydrolysis) is caused by the
ionizing radiation produced by the fission process. Particles emitted with a wavelength
less than 250 angstroms and an energy greater than 50 eV have the potential to dissociate
the water content of the fuel [6]. The fuel composition may also be altered in the event of
an accident as the uranyl sulfate particles settle out of the slurry. As these processes alter
the fuel density and concentration, the reactivity of the core fluctuates. The liquid metal
and molten salt reactors resolve the issue of dissociation and separation of the fuel. Proto-
types of this nature have experienced rapid corrosion of their container materials, however
[13]. Materials scientists have had the greatest degree of success in the development of
new materials for the molten salt reactor, enabling the possibility of future commercial uti-
lization of the molten salt reactor.
The bulk of research and development efforts dedicated to the molten salt reactor have
been concentrated at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), with the exception of
the contributions of Kazuo Furukawa [13] and Vladimir Novikov [17]. Conceptual
designs employ a uranium-thorium fuel cycle, meeting the requirements of breeding capa-
bility and proliferation resistance. The U-Th neutronic behavior favors fuel breeding most
if a thermal neutron spectrum is used. Requiring thermal neutrons, the fuel may only
achieve criticality as it flows through a graphite moderating region. This allows the fission
chain reaction to be halted by simply draining the fuel from the core. The fuel may then be
directed to an alternate location where it may be configured to a geometry which maxi-
mizes the decay heat cooling capacity. A processing system was under development at
ORNL which was intended to minimize the fuel doubling time and maximize fission prod-
uct removal; governmental funding difficulties halted these efforts. Current proposals,
such as the FUJI reactor, consist of smaller reactor systems in order to maximize the safety
which is lost with the removal of the fuel processing plant from the overall power plant
complex [13]. The potential exists for the need for this processing plant to be reevaluated
and improved, eliminating the need for the reduced power capacity. Coupled with modem
techniques for passive cooling of the reactor fuel in a favorable configuration, the molten
salt reactor may satisfy all of the characteristics of the ideal future generation of nuclear
power plants.
2.4 Choice of Technology
In choosing the basis for the future generation of nuclear energy systems, the reactor
designer is confronted with the options of solid, gaseous, and liquid fuels. In order for
these fuels to meet the desired characteristics for the mitigation of global warming, the
technologies must employ a breeding fuel cycle, have a hydrogen production capacity,
process the fuel for fission product removal, and resist nuclear proliferation as they oper-
ate in a safe manner. The reactor most capable of meeting these specifications appears to
be the molten salt breeder reactor.

Chapter 3
Status of Molten Salt Reactor Development
3.1 General
The use of a molten fuel salt in the nuclear technology efforts to mitigate global warming
introduces a number of issues unique to fluid fuel reactors. The corrosion of container
materials, interactions with extraneous materials, and fission product deposition must be
carefully considered in addition to the physics, energy production, and safety of the plant.
Extensive research has been performed in these areas to date.
3.2 The Fuel Cycle and Reactor Physics
Any material which is chosen for nuclear applications must remain chemically stable in
the environment to which it will be subjected. This applies to the fuel consumed in the
molten salt reactor. Analyses of salts which form compounds containing the elements ura-
nium and thorium were completed in order to determine the most suitable fuel. It was
found that a fluoride based salt possesses the most desirable characteristics [18].
The exact composition of the fuel salt is also dependent upon the configuration of the
core. Molten salt reactor designs have been characterized as either one- or two-fluid reac-
tor systems. In the one-fluid system, the fertile and fissile material are contained in the
same salt. The graphite moderator forms both the core and blanket regions with varying
densities of the graphite in each region. The two-fluid reactor system utilizes separate fis-
sile and fertile salts, separating the two with graphite tubes. Extended operation of this
configuration proved that the graphite lost integrity and leaked due to irradiation damage,
allowing the salts to mix. Therefore, one-fluid systems have been adopted [18]. One-fluid
molten salts contain both the fertile and fissile material. Using a fluoride base salt, a typi-
cal molten salt reactor fuel is 72% LiF, 16% BeF 2, 12% ThF4 , and 0.3% UF4 . This salt
melts at a temperature of 4340 C, requiring that the reactor operate in an elevated tempera-
ture range of 434 0C to approximately 710 0C. The stability of this fuel in irradiation envi-
ronments at this elevated temperature has been demonstrated [19].
Operation of a thermal reactor system with the uranium-thorium fuel cycle results in a
relatively low breeding ratio in comparison to their fast reactor counterparts. The breeding
ration is defined as the ratio of the rate of creation of new fissile material to the rate of
destruction of existing fissile material [5]. The calculation of the breeding ratio has
yielded values in the range of 1.05 to 1.07 [18]. This calculation contains far more uncer-
tainty than the calculations for fast systems. The breeding ratio is a function of the number
of neutrons available for capture in the fertile material. This number of neutrons is given
by the parameter rl. Incorporating a spectrum averaged value for the 233U T1 introduces
significant uncertainty. The Ti value of 2.293 + 0.01 results in an uncertainty in the breed-
ing ratio of 0.008. This is quite significant. Further experiments must be performed to pro-
vide a more accurate value for i [19]. Regardless, the breeding ratio may be increased by
holding the neutron absorbing isotope 233Pa, with its 27.4 day half life, outside the core
where the absence of neutron irradiation will allow this isotope to decay to 233U [18].
Control of the fission process is provided to the reactor in several variable forms. For
long-term control, the composition of the fluid fuel may be altered. This eliminates the
need for a built-in excess reactivity to compensate for fuel burnup and the continuous neu-
tronic poisoning caused by the accumulation of fission products. In general, thorium and
fissile 233U are added as fresh components as fuel is consumed and fertile material is con-
verted into fuel [20]. For short-term control, graphite displacement rods and Gd20 3-MA20 3
ceramic absorbing rods can be employed. With this concept. the graphite rods provide a
boost of positive reactivity as they displace fuel salt, partly due to the increased neutron
resonance capture in the flow channels neighboring the displaced channel. A similar effect
has bee observed in natural uranium graphite reactors [19]. The Gd20 3-A1203 ceramic
rods are hollow and cylindrical in shape. In the Molten Salt Reactor Experiment (MSRE)
at ORNL, these cylinders were canned in Inconel and threaded on a stainless steel hose.
The hose provided a cooling air conduit for the rod [21].
An aspect of the molten salt reactor which is not observed in its solid fuel counterparts
is the effect of fuel circulation. As delayed neutrons leave the core region with the flowing
fuel salt, the effective delayed neutron fraction in the core is reduced. This reduction takes
the overall delayed neutron fraction of 0.0030 down to a value of 0.0017 for 233U [21].
This resulted in a net negative reactivity contribution of approximately 0.222 Sk/k for the
MSRE.
3.3 Fuel Chemistry
The chemistry of the molten salt reactor is constantly changing due to the generation of
fission products. In order to understand the behavior of the fuel salt under all operating
conditions, it is essential to consider both the interactions of the base fuel salt with the
neighboring materials and the effects of the fission products on the structural materials.
3.3.1 Interactions of the Base Fuel Salt
Throughout the lifetime of the reactor, the base fuel salt will come into contact with an
array of materials. The container materials, moderating graphite, air, and water are the
main components whose interactions with the salt must be understood. The circulation of
the fuel salt ensures that the fuel is well mixed, allowing the interactions to be character-
ized on a consistent basis [22].
The primary structural material for the molten salt reactor is a slightly modified alloy
of Hastelloy N with low iron content. The chemical composition of Hastelloy N is shown
Table 3.1: Chemical Composition of Hastelloy N [23]
Content (% by weight)
Element Favored Modified
Standard Alloy Alloy
Alloy
Ni Base Base
Mo 15-18 11-13
Cr 6-8 6-8
Fe 5 0.1
Mn 1 0.15-0.25
Si 1 0.1
P 0.015 0.01
S 0.020 0.01
B 0.01 0.001
Ti 2
Hf 2
Nb 0-2
in Table 3.1. This material was developed especially for use with molten fluorides in the
aircraft industry [18]. The major fuel components (LiF, BeF2 , ThF4, UF4) are much more
stable than the fluorides formed with the elements present in the Hastelloy, making the salt
thermodynamically stable toward the structural material [24]. Two noteworthy exceptions
are chromium and titanium. These elements form fluorides more readily, and therefore it
should be expected that the Cr and Ti on the surface of the Hastelloy will react with the
fuel. As the structural material is heated, the Cr and Ti will migrate along the temperature
gradient toward the cold regions away from the salt. Concentrating in the outer layers of
the structural material, the amount of Cr and Ti available to interact with the fuel salt is
reduced [22].
The moderating graphite material, on the other hand, does not react with the fuel salt.
The molten salt does not have the capability to wet the graphite, and penetration will not
occur if the graphite pore size is kept smaller than one micron [24].
Leakage of air or water into the primary circuit may occur, necessitating that the salt
be compatible with these materials as well. The introduction of water vapor into the mol-
ten salt will produce hydrofluoric acid, a corrosive agent, and cause the actinides to pre-
cipitate out of solution. Rapid insertion of water into the system may also lead to the
precipitation of uranium dioxide. These interactions may be limited by controlling the
environment within the containment. Air will cause no problems with the fuel salt, but still
presents corrosion difficulties. The oxidation of the metallic surfaces in the reactor system
will occur if the addition of air is not controlled [24].
3.3.2 Fission Product Distribution
During normal operation, fission products will be added to the fuel fluid. These fission
products may be classified as noble gases, rare earth stable salt-seeking fluorides, noble
metals, and other stable salt-seeking fluorides. Each category will be distributed in a dif-
ferent manner in the reactor system [24]. This was illustrated with the operation of the
MSRE. Table 3.2 shows the distribution of fission products at the end of MSRE operation.
The first category, the noble gases, is removed from the fuel by means of an off-gas
system. The gases are stripped from the liquid salt and trapped in charcoal filters [22].
Doing this eliminates the noble gas fission product content of the fuel salt. The rare earth
stable salt-seeking fluorides include Rb, Cs, Sr, Ba, Y, Zr, and the lanthanides. These ele-
ments form fluoride compounds and remain in the salt mixture. The elements Nb, Mo, Tc,
Ru, Ag, Sb, and Te are classified as noble metals. They may appear in the salt, in the purge
gas, on the Hastelloy N, or on the graphite. The preferential distribution may be character-
ized as roughly 50% in the purge gas due to bubble splashing, 40% on the metal, and 10%
Table 3.2: Fission Product Distribution for MSRE [24]
Quantity Found (% of Calculated Inventory)
Nuclide On In Purge Total
In Fuel On Graphite Hastelloy N Gas Observed
99Mo 0.17 9.0 19 50 78
132Te 0.47 5.1 9.5 74 89
129Te 0.40 5.6 11.5 31 48
103Ru 0.033 3.5 2.5 49 55
106Ru 0.10 4.3 3.2 130 138
95Nb 0.001 to 2.2 41 12 11 64
95Zr 94 0.14 0.06 0.43 95
89Sr 83 8.5 0.08 17 109
140Ba 96 1.9 0.05 0.48 98
141Ce 0.33 0.03 0.88
144Ce 0.92 0.03 2.7
131I 60 0.11 0.3 19 80
on the graphite.
[13].
The deposits are generally fine, well-mixed material as opposed to plating
Finally, tritium will be produced in the molten salt reactor. In operation, the tritium has
tended to migrate from the fuel salt, through the secondary coolant salt, and into the ter-
tiary water loop. In this loop, the tritium is transferred to the cover gas where it may be
recovered as either H2 or, via beta decay, elemental He [13].
3.4 Selection of Salt Container and Piping Materials
Historically, the most difficult challenge to overcome in the design of a fluid fuel reactor
has been the selection of the vessel and piping material. The material must sustain the
temperatures spanned in each fluid loop as well as the applied thermal stresses and chemi-
cal reactivity. Fission product deposition on structural surfaces must be tolerated. In addi-
tion, the integrity of the material under irradiation is paramount [23].
The corrosion incurred through interactions with the fuel salt or extraneous materials
must be minimized. In the molten salt reactor, the primary concerns include the selective
leaching of the chromium and titanium by the fluoride salt discussed in Section 3.3 and the
oxidation of the internal metal surfaces in the event of an in-surge of air. Impurities in the
salt may also lead to accelerated corrosion of all structural elements, requiring that the
purity of the salt be continually monitored [23].
Hastelloy N constituted the structural makeup of the MSRE. The composition of this
alloy is shown in Table 3.1. Because the oxidation of iron occurs more readily than that of
nickel, the concentration of iron was reduced in the modified alloy. Small quantities of
chromium are included to improve the oxidation resistance. For strengthening purposes,
molybdenum was added [23].
As the reactor is brought into operation, the structural material is exposed to irradia-
tion. The Hastelloy N displayed helium embrittlement comparable to that expected in non-
molten salt environments. Addition of titanium, hafnium, zirconium, or niobium to the
alloy increases embrittlement resistance with the formation of finely dispersed MC type
carbides. The carbides trap the helium, preventing its accumulation at the grain bound-
aries. The neutron fluences impinging upon the structural materials were maintained at
sufficiently low levels to prevent both swelling and void formation [23].
With the subjects of chromium leaching and irradiation embrittlement under control,
investigation of the MSRE structure d.splayed evidence of intergranular cracking. The
cause of this cracking was traced to the deposition of the fission product tellurium on the
"cold" Hastelloy N surfaces [17]. By forming a low-melting nickel-tellurium eutectic with
the segregation of tellurium in the grain boundaries, the strength of these regions was
weakened in comparison to the bulk material. A proposal from the team at ORNL sug-
gested that the addition of chromium would slow the formation of the eutectic. Balancing
the effects of increased corrosion by the fuel salt and slowed intergranular cracking, the
team at ORNL proposed a modified alloy whose composition is detailed in Table 3.1 [23].
An optimization of the chromium content is not the only potential solution to the prob-
lem of intergranular cracking. The research of Novikov et. al. has yielded an alternative
material, HN80MTY [17]. In attempt to improve the behavior of the modified Hastelloy
N, the chromium content was reduced slightly. A reduction in the chromium content
induced a deteriorated heat resistance of the material. In order to augment the heat resis-
tance as well as decrease the intergranular cracking due to tellurium deposition, aluminum
was introduced to the material with a subsequent reduction in the titanium content. Addi-
tion of the aluminum decreased and changed the character of the carbide phase formation
along the grain boundaries, preventing the formation of the detrimental nickel-tellurium
eutectic [17]. The resultant alloy displayed superior corrosion and intergranular cracking
resistance. The composition of HN80MTY is shown in Table 3.3.
3.5 Graphite
Special consideration must be placed on the reactor graphite, even though there are no
interactions between this carbon compound and the salt. The graphite has a finite lifetime
and will therefore require periodic replacement. Optimal design would extend the graphite
lifetime to coincide with regular steam turbine maintenance which will be required on an
average interval of two to three years [25]. Conceivably the reactor could be designed to
permit on-line graphite replacement, segment by segment.
Throughout the life of the reactor, the trapping of fuel salt or neutron absorbing xenon
in the moderating material must be avoided. The salt is unable to penetrate pores in the
Table 3.3: Chemical Composition of HN80MTY [17]
Element Content (% by weight)
Ni Base
Mo 11-12
Cr 5-7
Fe 1.5
Mn 0.5
Si <0.15
P 0.015
S 0.012
Ti 0.5-1
C <0.4
Al 0.8-1.2
graphite of a size smaller than one micron; this is not the limiting factor, however. In order
to minimize the permeation of xenon, the pore diameter must not exceed 0.1 micron [25].
In determining the initial pore size limitations, the behavior of the graphite under irra-
diation must be examined. The volumetric distortion of graphite is given empirically by
the following parabolic relation:
2
v = AJ + BI. (3.1)
In this expression, v is the volumetric expansion, D is the neutron fluence, and A and B are
positive in sign and functions of temperature only. Upon onset of irradiation, the graphite
volume begins to decrease as the vacancies in the lattice collapse. This process slows and
reverses, resulting in extensive swelling during prolonged radiation periods [25]. It is dur-
ing this expansion that the enlargement of the pores becomes limiting.
The behavior of the volumetric distortion is strongly dependent upon the internal tem-
perature of the graphite. As the temperature increases, the lifetime of the graphite
decreases. This internal graphite temperature distribution is affected by the mass flow rate
of the fuel salt, the salt-to-graphite ratio, and the diameter of the graphite channels. The
mass flow rate of the salt is determined according to the cooling capabilities of the system
and the salt-to-graphite ratio by the reactor's neutronic and criticality requirements. The
diameter of the flow channels is therefore the only parameter which can be controlled to
lower the internal graphite temperature. As the channel diameter increases, the graphite
lifetime decreases [25].
An analysis of the internal stresses on the graphite moderator have also been com-
pleted. These analyses show that the imposed stress is an order of magnitude lower than
the yield strength of the graphite [25]. Therefore the most stringent limitations are those of
volumetric expansion.
A variety of graphite types have been considered for use in molten salt reactor applica-
tions. Of special interest are the monolithic materials, desired for their homogeneity and
prolonged stable induction period before the inception of the expansion which follows the
parabolic behavior described by equation (3.1). This time and rate dependence of this
behavior is included in the neutron fluence [26]. At least one commercial graphite in this
category, British Gilso graphite, is suitable for this application [27]. It has been estimated
that this graphite will have a lifetime of approximately four years. Methods for the resis-
tance to salt or xenon impregnation have also been postulated. During the heyday of mol-
ten salt reactor development in the 1960 and 70s, the use of the newly developed
pyrolytics appeared to introduce the possibilities of coating or impregnating the graphite
in order to increase its durability and lifetime. More recent experience with silicon carbide
coatings used in pebble-bed HTGR-type reactors may be applicable to the molten salt
reactor graphite as well [25].
3.6 Cooling
The energy generation of any power plant is dependent upon a reliable, efficient cooling
system. In the molten salt reactor, three loops are employed. The primary circuit circulates
the fuel salt, the secondary the cooling salt, and the tertiary the steam used in the power
conversion system. The secondary loop containing the cooling salt provides a barrier to
confine the fuel salt, transfers heat from the fuel salt to the steam, and bridges the temper-
ature gap between these fluids [21]. With the circulation of the fluid fuel out of the core to
transfer its heat to the secondary coolant through an external heat exchanger, the molten
salt reactor cannot experience a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) [20].
The choice of the coolant salt is contingent upon its compatibility with the fuel, steam,
and structural materials, its thermal properties, and its irradiation stability. In the MSRE, a
LiF-BeF2 salt was employed, operating in the temperature range of 538 to 650 0C. The
heat was removed from the coolant with the use of an air-cooled radiator. In the design of
their molten salt breeder reactor, the team at ORNL decided to use a steam turbine system.
With this choice, a restriction that the coolant salt must remain in liquid state at the lowest
circulating temperatures possible for designs employing a steam system was imposed
[24]. The LiF-BeF 2 coolant salt could not satisfy this criterion with adequate margin with
its melting point of 4550C, and therefore an alternate mixture had to be determined.
After consideration of all available fuel salts, the secondary coolant sodium fluorobo-
rate was selected despite the increased difficulty with chemical compatibility in compari-
son to the LiF-BeF2. The NaF-NaBF 4 has a melting point of 3850C, requiring that the
feedwater temperature not fall below 37 10C in the steam generator. In order to ensure that
this temperature limit will be respected, preheaters are essential in the tertiary loop [28].
At the turbine throttle conditions of 538 0C, 3500 psia, a 44% overall plant efficiency was
achieved [29].
The chemical compatibility of the sodium fluoroborate is of concern. In the presence
of moisture, hydrofluoric acid and sodium hydroxyfluoroborate, corrosive agents, are pro-
duced. The NaF itself is chemically toxic. In addition, fluorine will be produced in the
presence of radiation. As in the fuel, the secondary coolant will selectively leach the chro-
mium and titanium in the Hastelloy N piping. When mixed with the fuel, the coolant
readily dissociates producing BF3 . This BF 3 gas pressurizes the primary system. It is
believed by the team at ORNL that this will not be a problem as the production of the gas
will be slowed by the immiscibility of the coolant in the fuel salt [28]. With the potential
for stress corrosion cracking of the steam generator tubes, it becomes essential that duplex
tubes be utilized. Though these difficulties have been identified, the team at ORNL was
under the belief that they do not provide an insurmountable barrier to the use of steam tur-
bines.
3.7 Fuel Processing
The removal of fission products from the fuel for the reduction of the decay heat load is
done through use of a chemical processing system. Utilizing this processing system, the
reactor is operated at an equilibrium steady state. The concept of burnup has no meaning
as the fuel fissile isotope concentration and content do not vary with time and there exists
no fuel crystalline structure to be damaged by radiation [20]. For the molten salt breeder
reactor, an additional requirement is that the protactinium produced from neutron absorp-
tions in 232Th must be shielded from the neutron flux in order to allow increased quantities
of the protactinium to escape the possible neutron absorption and decay to 233U. If the
protactinium were to absorb a neutron, 234U, a parasitic neutron absorber, would be pro-
duced by the beta decay of 234Pa. Research at ORNL presented a processing system which
would meet these requirements, however the funding associated with the ORNL system
and its economic competitiveness with light water reactors have halted its progress [13].
The first step in the removal of the fission products is the transfer of the gaseous fiss--
products such as xenon and krypton from the fuel salt to the off-gas system. Although the
bulk of the gas escapes the salt, small quantities remained trapped. In order to facilitate the
removal of the remaining gas, helium may be bubbled through the salt, providing a means
of escape [25].
Next, the protactinium is removed from the fuel for storage. The process for the pro-
tactinium removal consists of concurrently contacting the fuel stream with a bismuth
stream which contains small quantities of lithium. The bismuth dissolves metallic Li, Pa,
U, Th, and the rare-earths to varying extents. The reductive extraction reaction between
materials in the salt and metal phases may be represented by the following:
MF,, (salt) + nLi (Bi) ++ M (Bi) + nLiF (salt) (3.2)
The extent of the separation is given by the distribution coefficient, D. D is defined as the
ratio of the mole fraction of M in the metal bismuth phase to the mole fraction of MFn in
the salt phase where M is the respective metal. The data for the distribution between the
fuel salt and bismuth are illustrated in Figure 3.1. The ease of separation of the compo-
nents from the salt phase is indicated by the ratio of the respective distribution coeffi-
cients. The distribution coefficients vary enough to enable the separation of the
protactinium, however the uranium will distribute in a manner similar to the protactinium
causing the removal of this fissile isotope as well [30].
In order to circumvent the removal of the uranium with the protactinium, it has been
proposed that the uranium be removed from the fuel salt phase prior to its countercurrent
contact with the bismuth phase. Uranium removal may be accomplished by fluorination of
the fuel salt. This method has been proven with the processing of batches of the fuel salt,
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Figure 3.1: Distribution Coefficient Data Between Fuel Salt and Bismuth [30]
however extreme difficulties have arisen in the development of continuous fluorinators
suitable for on-line molten salt processing [31]. A flowsheet illustrating the removal pro-
cesses for both the uranium and protactinium is shown in Figure 3.2.
Once the protactinium has been removed, the remaining fission products must be
gleaned from the salt. From Figure 3.1, it may be seen that the distribution coefficient of
thorium and the rare-earths are approximately equal, requiring a different process to be
used for fission product isolation. The process which is most capable of rare-earth removal
consists of concurrently contacting the fuel salt with a bismuth stream which is then coun-
tercurrently contacted with a lithium chloride stream. This scheme is illustrated in Figure
3.3 with two stages. The number of stages may be increased to any number of stages in
order to achieve the desired separation efficiency. The distribution coefficients, shown in
Figure 3.4, allow the separation of the rare-earths from the fuel stream [30]. Upon removal
of the rare-earths, the fuel must be reconstituted. Preliminary studies have shown that the
absorption of UF6 by the fuel salt is slow. Further development efforts are required in this
area.
The use of bismuth as a reductant in the processing plant introduces a complication.
As the fuel is concurrently contacted with the bismuth, bismuth is entrained and, to a
much lesser degree, dissolved in the fuel salt. Nickel is quite soluble in liquid bismuth at
plant operating temperatures, requiring that all bismuth be removed from the fuel salt.
This may be done by contacting the fuel salt with a large surface area of nickel provided
by nickel wool before it is returned to the coolant loop. An alternative to the remo,'al of
the bismuth from the salt phase is the protection of the structural materials from direct
contact with the fuel salt. Development efforts have produced pipes lined with solid fuel
salt, minimizing the direct contact of nickel and bismuth [30].
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Figure 3.2: Flowsheet for Isolation of Uranium and Protactinium by Fluorination-Reduc-
tive Extraction [30]
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Figure 3.4: Distribution Coefficient Data Between Lithium Chloride and Bismuth [30]
The processing system as designed for the ORNL molten salt breeder reactor had a
total cycle time of 10 days and an efficiency of 40%. This cycle time was the total time
required for the entire volume of fuel salt to be processed. The efficiency of the processing
system is a measure of the fission product removal capability. If all fission products are
removed from the salt in a single pass through the chemical processing system, the effi-
ciency approaches 100%. Because the ORNL Molten Salt Breeder Reactor (MSBR) had a
proposed efficiency of 40%, the total cycle time must be replaced with an effective pro-
cessing time. For this particular system, the effective processing time is 25 days. These
limits were set primarily by economics [30].
3.8 Required Improvements
The latest design of large-scale molten salt breeder reactors requires improvement in two
primary areas before the characteristics necessary for a serious global warming mitigation
effort may be satisfied. The first is the chemical processing system, where the removal of
fission products should be done continuously to achieve the maximum benefit. The equip-
ment must therefore be capable of continuous, sequential operation. The second area is the
cooling systems. The potential hazards associated with the sodium fluoroborate and steam
systems should be eliminated. During the development stages of the MSRE in the 1970s,
the use of passively safe systems was not emphasized. The incorporation of these systems
would result in a more acceptable, inherently safe reactor system. With these proposed
augmentations to the base design, the molten salt breeder reactor would provide an attrac-
tive alternative for an environmentally sustainable, global-scale power system.

Chapter 4
Chemical Processing
4.1 General
The processing of molten salt fuels has been eliminated from the most recent designs
based upon the adverse economics, performance, reliability, safety, and political forces
associated with these complex systems. The development of continuous fluorinators was
never accomplished for this primary reason. Due to the cancellation of research on the
chemical processing of molten salt fuels, the processes were never run sequentially and
reconstitution efforts were halted, providing no proof of the concept.
To ensure the removal of fission products from the fuel salt, a reliable system must be
employed. This would require either extensive evaluation and development of the contin-
uous fluorinators and reconstitution procedures essential to the proposed process or devel-
opment of a totally new design of the chemical processing plant. One new approach is
presented here.
4.2 One Step Processing
Initial concern in past development efforts was that the protactinium be separated from the
fuel salt to isolate it from the neutron flux. The protactinium could then be stored, allow-
ing the decay to 233U. This same end result may be realized regardless of whether the pro-
tactinium has been isolated from the carrier salt if it can be protected from the neutron
flux. Therefore, the fluorination-reductive extraction technique for the removal of the ura-
nium and protactinium will be unnecessary if the fuel salt in its entirety is stored to allow
for the protactinium decay. In addition, there would be no need for fuel salt reconstitution.
Applied to the ORNL MSBR, 9 kg/MWe of fissile material would be required if the pro-
tactinium were to be protected from the neutron flux for two half lives. This is slightly
higher than the 5 kg/MWe of fissile material employed in the liquid metal fast breeder
reactor.
This directs the line of inquiry to methods for removal of the rare earths from a fuel
salt which contains the uranium and protactinium. Figure 3.4 shows that the distribution
coefficients for uranium and protactinium follow the same behavior as that exhibited by
the thorium in the metal transfer process. By contacting the unprocessed fuel salt counter-
currently with a bismuth stream which is then countercurrently contacted with a lithium
chloride stream, the rare earth separation from the fuel salt may be achieved without the
prior removal of the uranium and protactinium. Doing this simplifies the processing plant
to the system illustrated in Figure 3.3. By eliminating the fluorination-reductive extraction
removal of the uranium and protactinium, much of the previously required equipment
becomes unnecessary. With only one step, this entire process has been successfully proven
in laboratory trials.
The metal transfer process may be run in a semi-continuous manner. This means that
the extraction would be performed continuously until the equipment is taken off-line for
replenishment of the reductants. With no net consumption of the bismuth or lithium chlo-
ride, the time between replenishments can be maximized. Using several systems in paral-
lel, the load which would be routed to one system during normal operation could be
rerouted through the on-line system when the first is taken off-line. This would provide
uninterrupted, continuous processing.
4.3 Process Efficiency and Cycle Time
The processing system designed for the molten salt breeder reactor at ORNL was designed
to have had an efficiency of 40% and a total cycle time of 10 days. These conservative
limits were based on economic factors. According to J. R. Engel, an ORNL engineer on
the molten salt project, it was thought desirable at the time for the volume of reductants
consumed and the amount of equipment required to be minimized. The resultant design
increased the breeding capacity of the system, but did not maximize the potential of the
processing system [32].
The modified processing system considered here is not hindered by economic limita-
tions. The quantity of reductants and amount of equipment utilized are purely economic
considerations. Increasing the number of stages in the processing system and the total sys-
tem throughput, the efficiency and cycle times may be adjusted to any desired values. It
has been postulated that the processing time may be shortened to 1 day with an approxi-
mate efficiency of 100% as a way to enhance the safety of molten salt reactors [33].
4.4 The Fuel Decay Heat
The resultant decay heat arises from the decay of fission products which are not removed
from the fuel salt at the time of an accident. The fission products which have been
removed from the reactor during processing are not available to participate in a reactor
accident. This is especially true if the wastes are removed from the reactor site. Therefore,
the only fission products which contribute to the decay heat load are those which remain in
the primary system.
The quantity of fission products remaining in the salt must be determined in order to
calculate their decay heat contribution. This may be done by considering the steady state
operation of the plant. Considering only simple decay as an approximation, the rate of
change of the number of atoms, N, without processing may be expressed as:
dN
-= F-XN, (4.1)
dt
where F is the production rate of the isotope and X is the decay constant. With an on-line
processing system with an efficiency, ý, of 100% and a total processing cycle time of Ct,
this equation may be modified to the following relationship:
dN = F-X N -N. (4.2)
dt it
Defining an effective processing time, I, equal to it/I, this may be rewritten as the rela-
tionship:
dN F- XN- N. (4.3)
dt fl"
Here, the rate of removal due to processing is simply the inverse of the effective process-
ing cycle time, fl Assuming that no fission products are present at the time of start-up, the
inventory of a particular fission product species at time t is obtained in the form [20]:
N (t) = F1 (4.4)
ri
Thus, the steady state inventory of each isotope is equal to F/(X• + 1/H). For short-lived
isotopes, the value of X is much greater than the reciprocal of the processing cycle time.
Therefore, at equilibrium their inventory will reach a value of FIX. This is equal to the
value attained with no processing of the fuel. For long-lived isotopes (IH<1/), the recipro-
cal of the processing cycle time is the dominant term. This results in an approximately lin-
ear build-up of these fission products to a value of Ft where t is the elapsed operating time.
The largest possible value of this inventory is Ffl The maximum inventory of long-lived
fission products in a system which has no on-line chemical processing is given by FT,
where T is the operational time interval. Therefore, the ratio of the fission product inven-
tory for a system with chemical processing to the inventory in a comparable solid fuel
reactor is FI/FT. From this relation it may be seen that the chemical processing system is
capable of reducing the fission product inventory by a factor of Hl/T in comparison to a
comparable solid fuel reactor [20]. This steady state approach accurately predicts the fis-
sion product inventory due to the equilibrium steady state operation of a molten salt
breeder reactor with on-line chemical processing.
With the relative fission product concentrations known, the decay power produced
with processing must be computed. For systems without on-line fission product removal,
an empirical correlation is used to estimate the decay power produced as a function of the
steady state power at which the reactor had operated (Po), the length of time in seconds for
which it had operated (to), and the length of time elapsed after reactor shutdown (t). For a
thermal system fueled by 235U, the decay power, P(t), is given by the following relation
[5]:
P (t) = 6.6xl02-P 0 (t-2 - (t + to) -o.2). (4.5)
The molten salt reactor consumes a uranium-233 fuel. An inspection of the fission
product spectrum for 233U and 235U reveals that there is little difference in the fission
product distributions [34]. Therefore, the decay heat produced with a 233U fuel may be
roughly approximated by the relation for 235U.
The molten salt reactor processing system complicates the decay heat calculation as it
preferentially removes long-lived fission products. For this reason, the contribution of
each fission product species to the overall decay heat must be estimated. For a particular
fission product species, the power generated by the decay is simply the activity of that spe-
cies times the amount of energy, C, which is imparted to the fuel salt with each decay. For
beta and gamma decay of fission products, C is approximately 8 MeV [35]. Summing over
all fission products yields the total decay heat. This may be expressed mathematically with
the following relation:
P (t) = Cf OXN (A) e-'dX. (4.6)
It may be recognized that P(t) is the Laplace transform of the quantity, CXN(X). Solving
for N(X) gives the result:
N () = 1 6.6x1( 2P •X 1 8 (1 -eXt ) , (4.7)CF (0.2)
where lF(a) is the gamma function. The gamma function is defined by the relationship:
CO
e(a) = xa -I -x dx. (4.8)
0
In order to determine the decay power produced in association with chemical process-
ing, the effect of fission product removal must be taken into consideration. For short-lived
fission products (J >1/I), the concentration equals that of the system without processing,
N(X). For long-lived fission products, the concentration is reduced by a factor of HI/T,
becoming equal to IlN(f)/T. The decay power produced may then be approximated by,
once again, summing their respective decay rates over all fission products. This summa-
tion may be written:
Proc (t) = C W XN (,) e'td + XN (k) e-xtd . (4.9)
The following relationship results:
6.6x×O-2PO(t-0,2( - ., t t -0 2 ( 1 1 ')( t+t 0 f
Pproc 02= t- 1)0.2, ~ (t + t -0.2- y0.2,to) , (4.10)
where y(a, b) is the incomplete gamma function. This function may be represented by the
infinite series:
S(_1) bna+n
y(a, b) = n! (a +n)(4.11)
n=0
For large values of b, this summation converges to large values, yielding impossibly large,
unphysical results. For application to decay heat with processing, this behavior may be
experienced at high values of (t+to) or at low values of RI
A comparison of the decay power with and without on-line fission product removal is
illustrated in Figure 4.1 for an operating time of 1 year at 2250 MWth. The effect of the
fission product removal is greatly to reduce the decay power burden of the system in the
long term, however the short term decay power produced remains virtually unaltered.
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With this system, the decay heat removal system must be capable of removing decay heat
loads of the magnitude experienced in solid fuel reactors for a length of time approxi-
mately equal to that of the processing time. Thereafter, the decay heat generated is dimin-
ished to a factor HI/T times the decay heat of a system without processing.
Chapter 5
Heat Transfer Performance
5.1 General
Improvement of the cooling systems of the molten salt breeder reactor would increase the
safety inherent in the plant. With modifications, the risks associated with accident condi-
tions may be reduced. Application of technologies which have undergone substantial
developmental effort since the original design of the molten salt reactor may augment the
overall plant safety. The latest design of a large-scale molten salt breeder reactor was the
Molten Salt Breeder Reactor (MSBR) developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
[36]. A schematic of this reference design is included in Appendix A along with pertinent
primary system and primary heat exchanger data [29].
Safety is vital during routine operations as well as during accident conditions. During
regular operation, the choice of compatible cooling materials eliminates the problems
associated with potential fuel leaks. The use of sodium fluoroborate and steam, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.6, introduces concerns such as the potential mixture of water with the
salts, the pressurization of the primary system, and the need for duplex tubes in the steam
generator. This may be avoided with the use of a LiF-BeF2 secondary coolant, a helium
tertiary coolant, and gas turbines. During accident conditions, the use of passive safety
systems insures that the fission products do not become volatilized with high temperatures
and that all components do not overheat. Two accident scenarios which may be countered
by the application of passive safety feat' res are pump failure and drainage of the fuel salt
from the primary loop. Utilizing natural circulation, the fuel salt will continue to circulate
in the absence of a pump. Routing the drained fuel salt to an alternate location, natural
convection may be employed to remove the decay heat of the reduced fission product con-
centration. The inclusion of these features in the molten salt breeder reactor design can
produce a safer system capable of meeting the needs for a serious global warming mitiga-
tion effort.
5.2 LiF-BeF 2, Helium, and Gas Turbines
The original molten salt reactor experiment at ORNL used a LiF-BeF2 coolant which
rejected its heat to an air-cooled radiator at a minimum temperature of 5660C. Due to the
large knowledge base available for steam turbine systems, steam was chosen as the ter-
tiary coolant for the MSBR, leading to the replacement of the LiF-BeF 2 with NaF-NaBF 4
due to the respective melting temperatures of these materials. This new choice of coolant
presented technological challenges, but these challenges were not considered insurmount-
able [24]. Given the advancements in gas turbine technology, it is no longer necessary to
accept the difficulties presented with steam turbines.
The adversity related to the potential mixture of the secondary coolant salt with the
fuel salt or tertiary coolant is minimized with the use of LiF-BeF 2. Providing the base for
the fuel salt, LiF-BeF 2 is already present in the primary circuit. A leak would simply
increase the quantity of base salt present with no detrimental reaction. The tertiary cool-
ant, helium, has previously been bubbled through the fuel salt to facilitate the removal of
gaseous fission products, demonstrating the compatibility of this inert gas with the LiF-
BeF2 base salt. Therefore, the use of these fluids would eliminate the hazardous interac-
tions of the fluids utilized in the molten salt breeder reactor.
With the use of the sodium fluoroborate-steam system, the feedwater temperature of
the steam had to be carefully monitored to evade the freezing of the sodium fluoroborate
in the steam generator tubes. Utilizing a helium gas turbine system, the system may be
operated at higher temperatures. The secondary coolant will span a temperature range of
approximately 5660 C to 7040C. These elevated temperatures are suitable for gas turbine
application with a system efficiency of approximately 34%. Raising the temperature will
result in higher efficiencies [37]. One means of doing this is to eliminate the secondary
coolant loop. With no interactions between the fuel salt and helium gas, doing this would
not sacrifice the safety of the system. By eliminating the preheaters and utilizing the more
efficient gas turbines, the safety of the plant is enhanced.
5.3 Natural Circulation of the Fuel Upon Pump Failure
The planning of a nuclear power plant must anticipate potential equipment failures. One
such failure that may occur in a molten salt reactor is that of the pumps in the primary
loop. Loss of circulation of the fuel salt could lead to the overheating of the fuel. If a fuel
temperature of over approximately 100 0 C were to be reached, the fission products in the
fuel could volatilize.
In order to prevent the loss of fuel salt flow, the reactor system may be designed to
accommodate natural circulation and cooling in the primary coolant circuit. The reference
MSBR design, shown in Figure A.1, does not create any buoyancy head in the fuel. This
may be done by elevating the primary heat exchanger. An example configuration is illus-
trated in Figure 5.1. In addition to the elevation of the heat exchanger, the geometry of the
piping may be varied to allow for increased heating by delayed neutrons in portions of the
loop and increased cooling by radiation and natural convection in others.
At the onset of pump failure, an initial transient will ensue. The change in the mass
flow rate with time may be determined from the conservation of momentum as applied to
the primary loop. This is the following [38]:
(A)_jrim = APpump - APfriction - APform- APacceleration + Apbuoyancy. (5.1)
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Figure 5.1: A Schematic Diagram of an Example Natural Circulation Configuration with
Elevation of the Heat Removal Systems to Drive a Naturally Circulating Flow and a Tube
Bank which Allows for Heat Rejection in the Event of Primary Heat Exchanger Failure
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For the case of pump failure, the APpump term may be discarded. To maintain adequate pri-
mary flow, it is desired that the mass flow rate not fall too dramatically. Therefore, efforts
must be made to minimize APfriction, APform, and Apacceleration while maximizing Apbuoy-
ancy. The Apfriction term includes the losses through the components in the primary loop:
the core, primary heat exchanger, and pump.
5.3.1 The Core
By changing the core configuration with an increase in the diameter of the graphite flow
channels, the pressure drop through the core region may be decreased. This must be care-
fully balanced, however, with the increased damage to the moderating graphite incurred
due to the rise in internal graphite temperature. An alternate method would be to decrease
the height of the reactor while simultaneously increasing the core diameter and number of
channels.
5.3.2 The Primary Heat Exchanger
The primary heat exchanger presents additional pressure losses, however a change in the
dimensions which would decrease the pressure loss would also sacrifice valuable heat
transfer area and is therefore undesirable. For the case of pump failure, it may be assumed
that the pumps in the secondary loop fail as well, rendering the primary heat exchanger
ineffective for heat removal. Therefore, an alternate means for heat rejection must be pro-
vided. One method for providing this additional means for heat rejection is a tube bank.
Allowing both natural convection cooling of the tubes in the bank and thermal radiative
losses to the surroundings, the heat may be effectively rejected.
5.3.3 The Pump
Finally, the pump may be bypassed using an arrangement such as that shown in Figure
5.2. In this configuration, flow will only proceed through the bypass route if the pressure
Pump
Check Valve
Figure 5.2: Bypassing of the Failed Pump
at the pump inlet is greater than that at the outlet, providing the force to open the check
valve. Upon opening, the bypass route will be the preferred path due to lower pressure
losses. Therefore, this mode of operation is passive.
Buoyancy constitutes the sole driving force for the mass flow rate in the absence of the
pump. In order to maximize this term, the hot flow of fluid from the core must be routed to
an elevated heat exchanger. By rejecting the heat at a higher point than where it is pro-
duced, the varying densities of the fuel create a buoyancy head which will induce flow.
Employing a greater height will yield a greater buoyancy head, driving a greater mass
flow rate. Combining this approach with the means to reduce the friction and form pres-
sure losses, adequate natural circulation of the fuel salt may be achieved.
In order to determine the geometry required for the potential use of this flow regime,
the induced mass flow rate must be determined. Replacing the pressure change terms with
more detailed expressions, a solution may be found for the mass flow rate as a function of
time after the pump failure. This is done in Appendix B. This mass flow rate approaches
an equilibrium flow rate. The results of the calculation are summarized in Table 5.1. It
may be seen that a height of 15 m is needed in order to achieve an adequate mass flow
rate. These results were obtained with a core one quarter the height of the referenceMSBR
Table 5.1: Natural Circulation System Parameters Required to Avoid Fission
Product Volatilization
Height 15 m
Riser Diameter 4 m
Number of Tubes in Bank 328
Bank Tube Diameter 0.25 m
Tube Bank Length 22 m
Piping Diameter 1 m
Initial Mass Flow Rate 2906 kg/s
Equilibrium Mass Flow 850.91 kg/s
Rate
Time to Equilibrium 15 s
Maximum Fuel Tempera- 8400C
ture
Fuel Temperature Limit 10000C
design possessing four times the number of flow channels. The four loops utilized in the
reference design were carried over to this analysis.
The rapid deceleration of the system is caused by the high value of the friction pres-
sure loss of 0.89 MPa caused by the primary heat exchanger. The time for the flow to cone
to equilibrium may be compared to the flow decay time constant in order to insure that this
quick flow slowdown is reasonably correct. In the event of pump failure without subse-
quent pump coastdown, the time constant for turbulent flow is given by [38]:
.1.2
mO Lk.(5-2)
S0.8APloss k
For the geometry under consideration, this yields a value of 4.63 s. Therefore, the 15 s
estimated for the flow to come to a naturally convective equilibrium is in reasonable
agreement. This time scale may be increased slightly by considering the effects of the
pump inertia coastdown (e.g., due to use of a flywheel on the pump rotor.).
Additional methods may be utilized to augment the buoyancy head. This may be done
by bubbling helium gas into the heated fuel salt stream, further reducing the density. This
bubbling may be accomplished with the use of a tank of the helium gas and an appropri-
ately set regulator valve which would limit the rate of release of helium into the fuel salt.
A system which could do this is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
5.4 Natural Convection Cooling of Drained Fuel Salt
In the event of an unexpected condition from which the reactor cannot be expected to
recover, the fuel salt may be drained from the primary system. This action will stop the fis-
sion chain reaction due to the elimination of neutron moderation. The fuel may then be
routed to specially designed tanks where it may be cooled passively.
The removal of all fission products from the fuel salt is an unrealistic goal, and there-
fore the decay power must be rejected. Section 4.4 details the calculation of the amount of
decay power which will be present with the modified processing system. In order to
ensure that the passive operation of the decay heat removal system, a natural convection
system may be employed.
5.4.1 Geometry
Natural convection of air across the surface of the fuel salt is enabled by the geometry of
the cooling tanks. An example of such a geometry is displayed in Figure 5.4. The height of
the chimney produces a buoyancy head which drives the flow of air across the fuel salt.
The air used would be drawn from and returned to the atmosphere. By varying the height
of the channel of air above the fuel, the air velocity may be altered to achieve the optimal
balance between convective heat transfer and the friction experienced by the flow through
the channel. The depth of fuel in the tank may also be varied to spread the decay heat load
over an increased surface area. By covering the fuel salt tank with a material transparent to
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Figure 5.3: Schematic Diagram of a System for Reducing Density of Fuel Salt in the
Power Plant Hot Leg by the Insertion of Helium Gas In Order to Drive a Naturally Circu-
lating Flow for Reactor Cooling
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Figure 5.4: Side Section View of an Example Geometry of a System for Air Cooling of
the Drained Fuel Salt by Natural Convection
the emitted thermal radiation, additional heat may be rejected by means of radiation heat
transfer. The structure may also be cooled in order to insure that it does not overheat. This
may be done by immersing the system in a coolant bath or by natural convection cooling.
In order for this system to induce the air flow path indicated in Figure 5.4 effectively,
the tank must be designed to heat one side of the salt preferentially. This may be done by
increasing the fuel salt depth at the end of the horizontal air flow path. An alternate
method is the elimination of fuel salt in the entrance region, however this method sacri-
fices heat transfer area. For this reason the first method should be used.
5.4.2 Calculation of the Fuel Temperature
Upon the selection of the geometry, the heat removal capacity of the system may be deter-
WT S"ALAM..
mined. The mass flow rate of air depends upon the temperature of the fuel salt. This mass
flow rate then dictates the rate of removal of heat from the fuel salt.
A detailed description of the model used to calculate the fuel temperatures is given in
Appendix C. Using heat and mass balances to calculate the air and salt temperature fields,
coupled with a balance of the momentum loss and buoyant forces, the mass flow rate
induced by the geometry may be determined. This mass flow rate of air is then used as
input to an implicit finite difference calculation of the temperature profile obtained
through the salt as a result of conduction. Possessing a low expansivity, the buoyant mix-
ing of the fuel salt due to the temperature gradients within the salt will not occur. This
method is used over a series of time intervals, determining the salt temperature profiles as
a function of time.
5.4.3 Results
Repeating the calculation with varying geometries, an optimal design for the cooling tanks
may be achieved. For a molten salt breeder reactor of the ORNL reference design which
has operated at 2250 MW for a period of one year with a processing cycle time of ten
days, Table 5.2 summarizes the resulting parameters. The maximum salt temperature is
experienced at the base of the deep fuel tank 42 minutes after the draining of the fuel. The
temperature profile through the salt at this time is shown in Figure 5.5. It is evident from
these results that the proposed system provides an effective, passively safe means for
decay heat removal.
5.4.4 Enhancement of Cooling Capacity Using Heat Storage
The cooling capacity required for the system developed here is determined by the heat
produced within the first 24 hours after reactor shutdown. With continual reduction of the
decay heat magnitude, the tank proves to be oversized for the majority of the time over
which it is needed. In order to augment the system's heat removal capabilities until the
Table 5.2: Parameters of an Example Air Natural Convection Cooling System as
Applied to the Molten Salt Breeder Reactor Reference Design
Chimney Height 60 m
Width of Duct Above Fuel Salt Tank 0.02 m
Width of Tank 70 m
Length of Shallow Tank 5 m
Length of Deep Tank 11.4 m
Depth of Shallow Tank 0.025 m
Depth of Deep Tank 0.05 m
Maximum Temperature 856.48 OC
Maximum Allowable Tamperature 1000 OC
Time to Maximum Salt Temperature 42 min
(at bottom of tank)
decay heat falls to reduced levels, a means of storing heat during times of high fuel power
may be used. In an example system, a layer of solid salt may be used in the tanks as a tem-
porary heat sink. This system is illustrated in Figure 5.6. As the drained fissile fuel salt
comes into contact with the non-fissile solid salt, the solid salt heats and then begins to
melt. The process of melting requires that an amount of energy equal to the product of the
solid mass and the heat of fusion of the salt be consumed, further cooling the drained fuel
salt. The length of time over which the heating and melting occurs is determined solely by
the depth of the salt. After the salt has thoroughly melted, the internal energy of the fuel
salt will be distributed over a greater salt mass, thereby lowering the overall temperature.
The use of solid salt in the cooling tanks was applied to the MSBR reference design.
Providing a depth of solid salt in each tank equal to that of drained fuel salt, with the solid
salt initially being at room temperature, greatly reduced the cooling tank parameters.
Appendix D describes the modeling of this the natural convection cooling system with ini-
tially solid salt. Figures 5.7 through 5.10 illustrate the temperature profiles across the salt
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Figure 5.5: Temperature Profile Through the Fuel Salt
and the temperature at various locations through the salt as a function of time. Although
the initially solid salt does not melt in the shallow tank, it decreases the maximum temper-
ature in the fuel salt by providing a means for heat storage. In the deep tank, this initially
solid salt layer does melt. This is clearly shown in Figure 5.10 for the node located
0.05625 m from the bottom of the deep tank for example. This node remains at the melting
temperature for the period of time over which the node melts. Table 5.3 lists the results for
the system parameters required with the use of initially solid salt. With a reduction in the
chimney height to 30 m and the use of initially solid salt, the maximum temperature
reached is reduced to 722.240C.
Solid Salt
Figure 5.6: Side Section View of the Use of Initially Solid Salt in the Natural Convection
Cooling System
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Figure 5.7: Temperature Profile through the Depth of the Fuel Salt and Non-fissile Salt in
the Shallow Tank as a Function of Time
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Figure 5.8: Salt Temperature at Various Distances from the Bottom of the Shallow Tank
as a Function of Time
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the Deep Tank as a Function of Time
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Figure 5.10: Salt Temperature at Various Distances from the Bottom of the Deep Tank as
a Function of Time
Table 5.3: Parameters of the Air-Natural Convection Cooling System Using an
Initially Solid Salt Heat Sink as Applied to the Molten Salt Breeder Reactor
Reference Design
Chimney Height 30 m
Width of the Duct Above Fuel Salt Tank 0.02 m
Width of Tank 60 m
Length of Shallow Tank 2 m
Length of Deep Tank 9.49 m
Depth of Shallow Tank 0.05 m
Depth of Deep Tank 0.075 m
Maximum Temperature 722.24 OC
Maximum Allowable Temperature 1000 oC
Time to Maximum Temperature 15 min
Ratio of Depth of Fuel Salt to Solid Salt 1
5.4.5 Toxic Effluents
The employment of natural convection cooling system using air for fuel cooling has sev-
eral public health implications. These are the potential production of hydrofluoric acid and
beryllia which may be carried in the air flow. The air used would be drawn from and
returned to the atmosphere. Use of appropriate filters may control the quantities released
into the atmosphere, however the large pressure drop associated with the filters would
eliminate the possibility of establishing natural convection. Given the height of the chim-
ney, the elevated release point would enable further dispersion before reaching the ground.
However, even though it may cool the fuel sufficiently, it is unclear whether such a system
would be satisfactory from public health and social acceptance perspectives.
Several methods may be used that would eliminate the contact of the air with the fuel
salt. First, the air may flow through tubes which pass through the drained fuel salt. This
would provide the same means of cooling that is present in the previously analyzed sys-
tem. Alternatively, the natural convection cooling may be eliminated. The radiative losses
would then be used to cool the drained fuel salt. Doing this, the cooling tank can be of a
uniform depth, as the establishment of the natural convective flow path will not be neces-
sary. Using a depth of 0.05 m, the maximum temperature reached is 9210 C. Using initially
solid salt 0.1 m in depth and increasing the fuel salt depth to 0.1 m, the maximum temper-
ature reached is 8880 C.
5.4.6 Reactor Power Limitations
Throughout this discussion, the proposed system augmentations have been analyzed for
the 2250 MW MSBR reference design. The issue of the maximum power achievable with
a reactor has not been addressed directly. For use in a global warming response, it is desir-
able to create the largest possible nuclear reactor system, using the largest possible indi-
vidual power plants.
The power capacity of the augmented molten salt reactor is limited by the decay heat
removal capability of the system. The volumetric decay heat load is determined by two
factors: the power rating and the fuel salt volume. Altering either of these parameters will
dramatically affect the fission product decay power. An increase in the reactor power rat-
ing may be achieved by either increasing the neutron flux or fissile isotope concentration
in the core region or by increasing the core volume. Increasing the fuel fissile enrichment
is usually unattractive economically. An increase in the neutron flux will lessen the moder-
ating graphite life, thereby making an increase in the core volume more attractive. A core
volume increase will correspond to a fuel salt volume increase. Balancing the increased
reactor power rating with the fuel salt volume increase, the decay power density load may
be tailored to almost any value. With an unlimited primary system volume, the power
level of the system may be increased without bound.
Chapter 6
Further Work
This investigation has considered aspects of molten salt reactors which have not been con-
sidered for many years. With the halting of MSBR development efforts, technological
areas which require additional examination were put aside. Several topics are of particular
interest.
First, the design of the reactor core should be given more attention. Utilizing an on-
line system for graphite replacement which would replace the graphite segment-by-seg-
ment, the difficulty associated with replacing the entire graphite assembly would be
avoided. Further design work is required to implement such a system.
The reactor neutronics and fuel system must also be evaluated with the use of an on-
line processing system. The rate of 232Th makeup must be determined so that steady state
operation is ensured.
It has been postulated that the processing system could have a one day effective cycle
time. This value was not based upon equipment capacities or limitations. It is plausible
that this value could be reduced further, thereby decreasing the period of time over which
the decay heat removal system must remove a heat load comparable to solid fuel reactors.
Additional work must also be done to determine the decay heat load experienced if a
processing cycle time of less than ten days is employed. The method used for the estima-
tion of the decay power is invalid for short processing times or long operating times.
Therefore, more exact methods of the determination of the concentration of fission prod-
ucts should be employed.
The rapid decrease of flow upon pump failure is also of concern. Experiencing a 0.89
MPa pressure loss solely in the primary heat exchanger, the molten salt circulating pump
is a critical system component. A redesign of the heat exchanger would be required for
buoyancy-driven natural convection circulation of the molten salt.
Finally, the cooling system for the drained fuel salt requires the use of a radiation
transparent cover. This cover may be made of a material such as quartz, however it may be
easily damaged and it must be kept clean in order for it to function sufficiently. The use of
alternate geometries or reflectors may resolve these difficulties.
Chapter 7
Review and Conclusions
For the future of our planet, an alternate means of energy production must be developed to
mitigate the effects of global warming. A nuclear system suitable for this use must be
capable of large-scale power production, fuel breeding, hydrogen production, on-line fis-
sion product removal, and nuclear proliferation resistance.
The molten salt breeder reactor encompasses these required characteristics. Utilizing
the 232Th-233U fuel cycle, breeding is achieved and a barrier to nuclear proliferation is
provided inherently. Circulating a fluid fuel, the fission products may be actively removed
with an on-line chemical processing system.
Development efforts to-date on molten salt breeder reactors were concentrated at the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory with the design of the MSBR. Using a LiF-BeF 2 based
fuel salt, NaF-NaBF 4 secondary coolant, and steam turbine cycle, a total system efficiency
of 44% is achieved. The interactions of the fuel and coolant salts are negligible, however
the contact of the steam with either of these fluids should be avoided. Use of the improved
HN80MTY alloy can minimize the effects of corrosion upon the container and piping
materials. By coating the moderating graphite with pyrolytics or silicon carbide, the
graphite appears to be capable of four years of continuous operation without replacement.
The processing system developed by ORNL for use with the MSBR consisted of three
stages. First, the fuel was fluorinated to remove the uranium. Second, a reductive extrac-
tion of the protactinium was performed. Finally, a metal transfer process removed the fis-
sion products from the fuel salt. The fluorination-reductive extraction technique was never
demonstrated in continuous operation due to the lack of continuous fluorinators. The three
stages of processing were never performed sequentially on the fuel salt.
This MSBR proposed system developed at ORNL possessed three major weakness:
(1) the complicated chemical processing scheme, (2) the potentially harmful interactions
of steam with the salts, and (3) the lack of passive cooling systems.
The processing system could be effectively reduced to a one step, metal transfer pro-
cess for the removal of fission products. Such a system could be capable of a one-day pro-
cessing time with approximately a 100% efficiency. This would effectively decrease the
long-term decay heat production significantly. However, for periods shorter than the pro-
cessing cycle time, the decay power would be comparable to that of solid fuel reactors.
The harmful interactions of steam with the fuel and secondary coolant salts may be
avoided with the use of helium based gas turbines. This inert gas will not react with either
salt.
A natural circulation system may be employed to maintain flow passively in the pri-
mary circuit in the event of pump failure. With a total system height of 15 m, the flow will
assume a mass flow rate which will be sufficient to avoid the overheating of the fuel.
Finally, an air-based natural convection cooling system may be employed to remove
the decay heat from the fuel salt which has been drained from the primary system. With
the system illustrated in Chapter 5, the temperature of the fuel salt is maintained below the
point at which the fission products would volatilize. Use of this decay heat removal sys-
tem would enable the reactor power to be increased without bound, provided an increase
in primary system volume.
With these system augmentations, the degree of passive safety of the molten salt reac-
tor system is enhanced. Capable of large-scale breeding, hydrogen production, active fis-
sion product removal, and resistance to nuclear proliferation, this safe reactor system
meets all of the characteristics required in a global warming mitigation effort. Thus, the
molten salt breeder reactor represents a viable and sustainable energy option to ensure the
long-term protection of the global environment.

Appendix A
The Oak Ridge National Laboratory Molten Salt
Breeder Reactor (MSBR)
The latest design of a molten salt breeder reactor with on-line chemical processing was the
MSBR developed at ORNL. Throughout the work reported here, the modified systems
were applied to this design. A schematic of the plant is presented here along with pertinent
system and primary heat exchanger parameters.
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Figure A.1: A Schematic of the MSBR [36]
Table A.1: Characteristics of the 1000 MWe MSBR[36]
Useful heat generation, MWth 2250
Net electrical output of plant, MWe 1000
Overall plant thermal efficiency, % 44
Fuel salt inlet and outlet temperatures, 'C 566, 704
Coolant salt inlet and outlet temperatures, °C 454, 621
Throttle steam conditions 24.13 MPa, 538 0C
Reactor vessel inside diameter and height, m 6.71, 6.10
Core height, m 3.96
Core diameter, m 4.27
Radial blanket thickness, m 0.46
Graphite reflector thickness, m 0.76
Number of core elements 1412
Size of core elements, m 0.10 x 0.10 x 4.51
Salt volume fraction in core, % 13
Salt volume fraction in unmoderated region, % 37
Salt volume fraction in reflector, % <1
Total weight of graphite in reactor, kg 669,000
Maximum salt velocity in core, m/s 2.59
Pressure drop through reactor due to flow, MPa 0.12
Average core power density, W/cm 3  22
Maximum thermal neutron flux, n/cm2s 8.3 x 1014
Graphite damage flux (>50 keV) at point of maximum damage, 3.33 x 1014
n/cm 2s
Estimated graphite life at maximum damage points, years 4
Total salt volume in primary system, m3  48.70
Thorium inventory, kg 68,000
Fissile fuel inventory of reactor system and processing plant, kg 1504
Breeding ratio 1.07
Fissile fuel yield, %/year 3.6
Fuel doubling time (exponential), years 19
Table A.2: Primary Heat Exchanger Design Data [29]
Each of 4 units
Thermal duty, MW 563.34
Tube-side conditions:
Fluid Fuel Salt
Entrance temperature, OC 704
Exit temperature, OC 566
Mass flow rate, kg/s 2986
Volume of salt in tubes, m3  1.81
Number of tubes 5900
Nominal tube o.d., cm 11.40
Tube thickness, cm 0.09
Tube spacing on pitch circle, cm 1.91
Radial distance between pitch circles, cm 1.52
Length, m 6.58
Effective surface, m2  1021.93
Pressure drop, MPa 8.89
Velocity in tubes, average m/s 3.05
Shell-side conditions:
Fluid Coolant Salt
Entrance temperature, oC 454
Exit temperature, oC 621
Mass flow rate, kg/s 2243
Inside diameter of shell, m 1.65
Shell thickness, cm 6.35
Baffle spacing, m 0.34
Pressure drop, MPa 0.51
Velocity, typical, m/s 2.29
Overall heat transfer coefficient, based on log mean Att, tube o.d., 5394
W/m 2 o0C

Appendix B
Model Derivation for Natural Circulation in the Event
of Pump Failure
B.1 Introduction
The ability of a system to support a natural circulation flow regime is a very powerful pas-
sive safety feature. The determination of the equilibrium flow rate achieved with the con-
figuration described in Section 5.3 is explained here in further detail. Balancing the fuel
salt buoyancy head with the friction, form, and acceleration pressure losses incurred yields
the rate of change of the mass flow rate and the equilibrium value which it approaches.
The details of the geometry used in this analysis are given in Figure B. 1.
B.2 Conservation of Momentum
The rate of change of the primary system flow rate obeys the law of the conservation of
momentum as applied to the primary loop. This rate of change is given by the following:
j(Lk i = Appump - APfriction - APform - APacceleration + APbuoyancy (B.1)kAk jit
In the case of pump failure, the term, Appump, may be set equal to zero. At steady state, the
mass flow rate through the primary system assumes a constant value. The remaining terms
may be expanded and the differential equation solved to produce an expression for the fuel
salt mass flow rate as a function of time after pump failure.
The analysis begins with the frictional pressure losses. For each uniform geometric
region, the friction term may be expressed as:
2
APyriction (B.2)
Ap2fritn 2 pDA
The friction factor, f, is a function of the Reynolds number of the flow. For this study, the
HFigure B.1: Schematic Diagram of the Natural Circulation Primary System Geometry
Analyzed in the Work Reported Here, Dimensions Labelled
A
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following relations were utilized.
For laminar flow (Re < 2100):
64f = 64 (B.3)Re'
In the transition region for Re < 30,000:
f = 0.316Re - , (B.4)
For fully turbulent flow with 30,000 < Re < 1,000,000:
f = 0.184Re -° 2 . (B.5)
Summing the frictional pressure losses throughout the entire primary circuit, the Apfriction
term may be calculated [9].
Next, the form losses contribute to the overall pressure drop. In this system, these
losses occur at bends and plena. Form pressure losses are given by the following empirical
relation:
Krl2
APform 2pDA2  (B.6)2pDA2 '
where K is the form loss coefficient and D is the diameter of the pipe which contains the
higher velocity flow. Table B.1 summarizes the form loss coefficients of interest for the
geometry under consideration. Once again, the total form pressure loss may be found by
Table B.1: Form Loss Coefficients [9]
900 bend 0.6
Entrance from a Plenum 0.5
Exit to a Plenum 1
summing all of the contributing losses as one traverses the flow circuit.
The acceleration losses are accrued when the flow experiences a change in flow area.
Acceleration pressure losses are represented by the following equation:
.2ri2( 1 1]
Apacceleration =- 72P - (B.7)2pA k+1 A k
The total pressure loss due to acceleration is simply the sum over each change in flow
area. For a single phase fluid at constant density, the sum of the acceleration pressure
changes around the flow loop is equal to zero.
Utilizing the above expressions, the total pressure drop throughout the system may be
calculated. The Boussinesq approximation allows the use of a uniform density in these
expressions, as the only term which requires the exact treatment of the density change is
the buoyancy term. The pressure losses due to flow in the primary heat exchanger had
been computed by the team at ORNL, and therefore may be included here explicitly [29].
The driving force for the flow rate in the absence of the pump is provided by the buoy-
ancy head. This buoyancy is the result of a low density fluid at low elevations in the sys-
tem and a high density fluid at higher elevations (H) in the system. The buoyancy term
may be expressed as:
APbuoyancy = gH (Photleg - Pcoldleg) (B.8)
The hot and cold leg densities are determined by the average temperature in each leg.
Replacing the detailed expressions for their respective pressure change components in
equation B. 1 yields the following differential equation:
.gH(L k . (Photle-Pcoldleg) - ' + +( + - +2pI } j (B.9)kt-J• gk P e- taý)  A DA 2 Akt+l Ak M
The relation which expresses the mass flow rate as a function of time is given by the solu-
tion of this differential equation. The solution is as follows [38]:
1+ exp C(2C( L )-'gH (Photleg - Pcoldleg ) - 1U1rh oCkk2 Ak}-ri(t) = C k (B.10)I + ?oexp 2C (I ) gH (photleg 
- Pcoldleg t +1
1 th oC k Ak
where C is:
C= -• + -f + A + 7  k2 +  -h2o )
k DA 2 DA 2 AL ý A ioC = + (B.11)
2pgH (Photleg- Pcoldleg)
At long times, the mass flow rate approaches the following relationship:
1
m (oo) = -. (B.12)
All variables are known in these equations with the exception of the hot and cold leg den-
sities. In order to evaluate these terms, the heat transferred to the fuel salt must be deter-
mined.
B.3 Heat Balance
Energy is imparted to the fuel salt in four ways. These are the fission process in the core,
the delayed neutron precursors, the natural convection of air across the pipes of the tube
bank, and the thermal radiation emitted by the tube bank piping to the surrounding envi-
ronment. The power density of the core may be used to provide an estimate of the energy
imparted by the fission process. The computation of the remaining contributors is not as
straightforward.
First, not all of the energy from the fission process is imparted to the fuel salt while it
is in the core region. Due to the circulation of the fuel, delayed neutron precursors escape
as well, imparting energy to the salt. The delayed neutron fraction for 233U is 0.003. These
neutrons are released in regions which do not have moderation, making them subcritical.
Therefore, the energy produced is solely the energy of the beta or gamma decay of the pre-
cursors. The energy emitted, E, is typically 8 MIIeV [35]. This energy is conveyed to the
fuel as the precursors decay. Due to the similar fission product spectra of 233U and 235U,
the delayed neutron precursors may be approximated as those for 235U [34]. The precur-
sors may be approximated by six artificial groups, each with a characteristic half life. The
half life values are shown in Table B.2.
Table B.2: The Half Lives of the 6 Representative Delayed Neutron Precursor
Groups [5]
Precursor Half Life
Group (seconds)
1 55
2 23
3 6.2
4 2.3
5 0.61
6 0.23
The behavior of the decay is exponential. Therefore, the probability P(dt) that a decay
will occur in the time interval t1 to t2 is:
P = Xe-x'dt = e -e-t2 (B.13)
ti
Given a large number of precursors, this probability is equal to the fraction of the precur-
sors which will decay over the interval of interest. Assuming that each precursor group
contributes equally to the delayed neutron heating, the total amount of energy deposited in
the fuel over the interval t1 to t2 is given by:
qdelayed = 0.003 E (e- tt -6 (B.14)
Pfission i
where P is the core power level, 4i is the average number of neutrons emitted per neutron
absorbed in the fuel, and Pfission is the average energy emitted per fission. The time inter-
vals may be translated to spatial intervals using the relation that the time for an element of
mass to traverse a distance L is LpA divided by the mass flow rate.
The natural convection cooling of the pipes by the air must also be considered. The
natural convection heat transfer coefficient is dependent upon the orientation of the pipes.
For vertical pipes, the heat transfer coefficient for natural convection, hnatcon, is obtained
as:
hnatconv = ka 0.825+
2
S, (B.15)
where RaL is:
2 g ( T- T**) L 3
RaL = 2g(T- .L (B.16)
vta (T+ T.)
Pr is the Prandtl number of the air, v is the kinematic viscosity, and a is the thermal diffu-
sivity. For horizontal pipes, h is given by the relationship:
h = kfCR a, (B.17)D D
where RaD is:
2g (T- T.) D'RaL = (B.18)
va (T + T.)
The values of C and N are given by Incropera and DeWitt [39]. The overall heat transfer
coefficient, U, includes not only the natural convection on the external surface of the
pipes, but also the convective heat transfer to the pipe from the fuel salt and the conduc-
tion through the pipe. The overall heat transfer coefficient is given by the relationship:
1
U = , (B.19)1 8 1'h_,o_--- + TPje + h
natconv pipe fuel
where 8 is the pipe thickness and hfuel is given by:
hfuel = kfuO.023Reo.sPr '4.  (B.20)ful D
Once the heat transfer coefficient has been determined, the heat transfer rate may be com-
puted according to:
Qon = UA (T- T.) , (B.21)
where As is the surface area of the pipe.
The radiative energy losses to the surroundings are the final component to be consid-
ered. Assuming that the pipe behaves approximately as a blackbody and is not insulated,
the losses may be approximated as [39]:
Qrad = Aa (7 - T) . (B.22)
Knowledge of the heat imparted by the fission process, delayed neutrons, natural con-
vection, and radiation enables the determination of the fuel salt density change. The fol-
lowing relationship yields the temperature change of the salt:
Q ritCp (Tfinal - Tinitial) . (B.23)
These temperatures may be translated to the fluid densities by the following relationship:
Pfinal = Pinitial ( 1 - (Tfinal - Tinitiat) ). (B.24)
where P3 is the expansivity of the fuel salt. For molten salts, the expansivity is typically on
the order of 5 x 10-4/K [40].
Using the above method, the densities of the fuel salt may be determined for both the
hot and cold legs of the primary loop. These values can then be substituted into the equa-
tion for the mass flow rate. With all parameters in the mass flow rate function known, the
behavior of the mass flow rate may now be computed over time.

Appendix C
Model Derivation for the Natural Convection Cooling of
the Drained Fuel Salt
C.1 Introduction
The purpose of this appendix is to develop the model used for the calculation of the cool-
ing capacity of the natural convection cooling system. The determination of the heat rejec-
tion capabilities of the system described in Section 5.4 may be accomplished in two steps.
The first step consists of the calculation of the mass flow rate of air induced by the buoy-
ancy head. The computation of the heat rejected and the resultant temperature profile
through the fuel salt depth is completed in the second step. Repeating this process over
sequential time intervals yields the temperature profile through the salt as a function of
time.
C.2 Air Mass Flow Rate
The geometry of the system is shown in Figure C. 1. The height, dimensions of the salt
tank, depth of the salt, and width of the duct above the fuel may be varied to achieve the
optimal conditions for maximum heat transfer. The air mass flow rate plays a significant
role in the heat transfer as it cools the fuel by convection.
The analysis is begun with a mass balance. This is done as follows:
Q12- IrCp,air (T 2 - T1) = hAh (Tfuel- Tavg) , (C.1)
where Ah is the surface area of the fuel. The heat transfer coefficient, h, may be given by
the relation for circular tubes, using the appropriate hydraulic diameter [41]. For the turbu-
lent conditions experienced in this model, h is given by:
DFigure C.1: Schematic Diagram of the Geometry of the Natural Convection Cooling
Tanks Analyzed in the Work Reported Here, Dimensions Labelled
h = 0.02 3 Re0.8pr '4
Dh
(C.2)
The average temperature of the air is simply the average of the inlet and outlet tempera-
tures over the interval under consideration. For the outlet temperature over the interval,
algebraic manipulation yields the following relationship:
hCp,air-I +hA h Tfuel- T
Pr- 2)
mcp,air + hAh
I
- Z.
(C;.3)
With this relationship for the temperature increase of the air, a force balance may be
performed. The forces acting upon the air are those of buoyancy and momentum loss.
First, the buoyancy head may be expressed as:
ApB = g (Pin - pou,) H. (C.4)
In this term, knowledge of the densities of the air at the inlet and outlet is required.
Assuming ideal gas behavior for the air, the densities are simply a function of the temper-
ature. These temperatures are found according to equation (C.3).
The momentum loss term includes both the friction due to flow through the ducts and
the form losses at the corners. Once again, the circular tube correlations may be employed
with the hydraulic diameter to determine the friction factors, f, for each flow region [41].
This relation is the following:
f = 0.079Re - .25. (C.5)
The form loss coefficients, K, for sharp 900 bends are a function of the distance between
the bends and the dimensions of the ducts. For the geometry under consideration, the
appropriate K value is approximately 1.575 [42]. This yields the following expression for
the momentum pressure loss:
2 finH fLLI ftL2 L foH K K+P = __ -(C6222 2 2 . (C.6)2DpA 2wpA 2wpA 2DpAot 2pA 2pA)
The areas in this equation are the cross-sectional areas of the flow. Under the Boussinesq
approximation, the change in fluid density may be considered only in the buoyancy term.
The values of the density in the momentum loss term may be set equal to the inlet density.
The solution of the mass flow rate is obtained by equating the buoyancy pressure gain
to the momentum pressure loss. This may only be done given the inlet and outlet tempera-
tures of the air. The temperature increase of the air may be accurately calculated by apply-
ing the mass balance condition incrementally over the length of the duct, taking into
consideration the change in depth of the salt. Determination of the temperature requires
knowledge of the mass flow rate. Therefore, the solution of the resultant air mass flow rate
is found iteratively.
C.3 Fuel Temperature
Once the air mass flow rate is determined, the cooling capacity of the geometry is known
for that moment in time. The natural convection cools only the surface of the fuel salt. Due
to the low expansivity of molten salt, the density gradient through the salt may be inade-
quate to produce internal mixing. For this reason, the salt may be viewed as a solid con-
ductively-determined with a temperature profile through its depth.
The temperature gradient through the fuel salt is complicated by the uniform internal
decay heat generation and the surface cooling by radiative and convective heat transfer. A
numerical method which is well suited to handle this complexity is the finite difference
implicit method [39]. First, the depth of the fuel salt is broken into nodes as illustrated in
Figure C.2. A heat balance may then be applied to each node. For instance, the heat bal-
ance of the first node is given by:
k AX Ax (AX1- )
qconv + ( 21 - rl') - qrad + decay 2 2 P Cpfuel At (C.7)
The superscript denotes the time at which the temperature is evaluated. For instance, 7' is
evaluated at the end of the previous time interval,p+l at the end of the current interval.
The subscript denotes the spatial node. The quantity, Ax, is the distance between the nodes
with the point of the node representing the central point of the interval. For the surface
nodes, the distance is therefore half that of an interior node. The convective heat transfer
rate is governed by the relationship:
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Figure C.2: The Nodal Breakdown of the Fuel Salt
qconv = h(T7'j + 1 - T.) , (C.8)
where qc,,," is the volumetric convective energy and h is the convective heat transfer
coefficient. The radiative heat transfer may be approximated by the relationship:
qrad +a( ( 1) 4 T) , (C.9)
where c is a measure of the transparency of the cover. This assumes that the fuel may be
estimated as a blackbody [39].
Special attention must be given to node 5 which is located at an adiabatic boundary. In
order to simulate this condition, node 5 may be treated as an interior node neighbored on
each side by node 4. This is the condition of symmetry which is also adiabatic [39]. Using
this approach, the heat balance at node 5 is given by the relationship:
k (. T+ I +,5 +., (7*'f5X - 7P5) (C.10)(7-' - ) +±.(74+ - 5 ') + 4decayAX = PAXCpfueI (C.IO)AX A At
k +1 +1 . Ax Ax (V' - r)
Ax - +qdecay "2 P'Cp,fue At (C.11)
Forming the heat balance equations for all nodes, the following system of equations
results:
1+2Fo+2FUoB -2Fo  0 0 0
-F o  1 + 2F o -F o  0 0
0 -F o 1+2Fo -F o  0
0 0 -F o 1+ 2Fo -F o
0 0 0 -2F o 1 +2F
21+1
13+
4 +
75+
2FoBiT
. 
+ kr (- 2qrad" + decayAX) +
2F (Ax) 2
k qdecay + 2
2F (Ax) 2k 4decay + 3
F. (Ax)
2
k qdeay+'42
Fa (&X) 2 4
where
cxAt
Fo = c ,(C.13)(Ax)
and
h Ax
Bi = - . (C.14)k
This matrix relationship may be written more simply as [A][T]=[C]. Using the inverse
matrix [A-], the temperatures at the current interval may be calculated as [T]=[A-1][C].
Because the radiative heat loss is a function of T/IP+, the solution must be determined iter-
atively [39]. The temperature profiles through each of the salt regions may be computed
independently.
This method calculates the temperature change over a discrete interval. Due to the
implicit nature of the calculation, there is no stability restriction on the length of the inter-
S (C.12)
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val. Repeating the process, the temperature profile through the salt depth is determined
throughout time.
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Appendix D
Use of Initially Solid Salt in the Natural Convection
Cooling of the Drained Fuel Salt
D.1 Introduction
The natural convection cooling system analyzed in Appendix C may be augmented with
the addition of initially solid non-fissile salt in the base of the cooling tanks. Doing this
provides a heat sink which decreases the decay power burden at short times after the fuel
is drained. The model developed in Appendix C must be modified to handle the melting of
the solid salt. This modification is described here.
D.2 The Salt Temperature
As the initially solid salt is heated and then begins to melt, the heat of the fuel salt is dis-
tributed over the solid salt. In order for the salt to melt, an amount of energy equal to the
product of the salt mass and the heat of fusion of the salt must be consumed. Figure D. 1
illustrates the nodal breakdown of the fuel and non-fissile salts. In the initially solid salt
region, the heat balance is given by the following relationship:
k r+lr+1 kr+lr+1) + HFAX=PXPf, (r6 Y6)
AX )+ APAt =p ,fueL At (D.1)
where qHF is the heat of fusion. The value of the heat of fusion is set equal to zero when
the salt is not at the melting temperature. When the melting temperature is reached, the
value of qHF over the interval under consideration is set equal to the amount of energy
which will result in no temperature change in the node. This is done until the total qHF
over all intervals is equal to 3.36 x 109 Jim3, at which point the node is liquefied com-
pletely [40]. For the node at the interface, the heat balance becomes,
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qrad"
h, qconv
. Node 1
Figure D.1: Nodal Breakdown of the Fuel Salt and Initially Solid Salt
k +1 +1 k • P + +1 Ax qHFAX (+1- ).(D.2)
Ax Ax (7"a 2a At 2 = p Axcpjuel At (D.2)
A system of equations similar to that in Appendix C may be developed, where [A]
becomes:
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Fuel Salt e Node 3 ldecay
* Node 4
p Node 5
* Node 6Node 6 qHF when at
Initially Solid Salt * Node 7 Tmelt
* Node 8
, Node 9
1 + 2F o + 2F o B i -2F o
-F, I + 2F o
0 -F
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-Fo 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 + 2Fo -F 0
-F o I +2F o -FO
0 -F 1 + 2 Fo
o o -Fo
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
-Fo 0 0
1 + 2F o -F,
0
0 0
0 0 0 -F 1+2F0  -F 0
0 0 0 0 -F o I +2F o -Fo
0 0 0 0 0 -2Fo 1 + 2F
and [C] becomes:
2FoBiT_
Fo Ax (2 "
+ k 2-
2 qrad +
d ecay A x ) +
Fo (Ax)2
k "decay
2
Fo (Ax)
k Idecay 3
Fo (Ax) 2-
k (decay 4
Fo (Ax) 2 . qnF'F ,( A ) q( d e ca v +  
"H2k . ""yAt
kAt qHF + 6
2F o (Ax)
F o (Ax) 2kAt qHF + P8
Fo (Ax) 2
kAt qHF + ~9
(D.4)
Using these modified matrices, the temperature profile through the salt depth may be cal-
culated as in Appendix C.
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Appendix E
Nomenclature
The purpose of this appendix is to define the nomenclature used throughout the work
reported here.
Table E.1: Nomenclature
Symbol Definition
A cross-sectional area, positive function of temperature for the calculation
of graphite volumetric expansion
Ah, A s  surface area
Ax  atomic mass of x
a parameter of the gamma or incomplete gamma function
B positive function of temperature for the calculation of graphite volumet-
ric expansion
Bi  Biot number
b parameter of the incomplete gamma function
C constant
CD coefficient of drag
Cp specific heat
D drag force, distribution coefficient, diameter
Dh hydraulic diameter
E energy emitted per delayed neutron precursor decay
F isotope production rate
Fo  Fourier number
f friction factor
g gravitational constant
H height
h convective heat transfer coefficient
K form loss coefficient
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Table E.1: Nomenclature
Symbol Definition
k thermal conductivity
L length
rih mass flow rate
mio rated mass flow rate
N number of atoms
P power, decay power
Po steady state power
Pfission energy emitted per fission
Pproc decay power with chemical processing
P(dt) probability of delayed neutron precursor decay in time interval dt
Pr Prandtl number
Q rate of energy transfer
q heat generation per unit volume
c) rate of heat generation per unit volume
q" heat flux
Rx  range in medium, x
Ra Raleigh number
Re Reynolds number
T operating time, temperature
t time
to  time of steady state operation
U overall heat transfer coefficient
v fluid velocity, volumetric expansion
w width
oc thermal diffusivity
1 thermal expansivity
F gamma function
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Table E.1: Nomienclature
Symbol Definition
y incomplete gamma function
Ap pressure change
Ax interval length
8 thickness
D neutron fluence
" average number of neutrons created per neutron absorbed in the fuel
1 decay constant
v kinematic viscosity
HI effective processing cycle time
7C total processing cycle time
p density
I time constant for flow decay, transparency to thermal radiation
efficiency of chemical processing system
Subscripts
cony convection
decay fission product decay
delayed decay of delayed neutron precursors
HX primary heat exchanger
HF heat of fusion
natconv natural convection
rad thermal radiation
Superscripts
p evaluated at end of previous time interval
p + 1 evaluated at end of current time interval
III
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